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ABSTRACT
Discussions about project values are important for engineering soft-
ware that meets diverse human needs and positively impacts society.
Because value-related discussions involve deeply held beliefs, they
can lead to conflicts or other outcomes that may affect motivations
to continue contributing to open source projects. However, it is
unclear what kind of value-related discussions are associated with
significant changes in turnover. We address this gap by identifying
discussions related to important project values and investigating
the extent to which those discussions predict project turnover in the
following months. We collected logs of GitHub issues and commits
from 52 projects that share similar ethical commitments and were
identified as part of the DWeb (Decentralized Web) community. We
identify issues related to DWeb’s core values of respectfulness, free-
dom, broadmindedness, opposing centralized social power, equity
& equality, and protecting the environment. We then use Granger
causality analysis to examine how changes in the proportion of dis-
cussions related to those values might predict changes in incoming
and outgoing turnover. We found multiple significant relationships
between value-related discussions and turnover, including that dis-
cussions about respectfulness predict an increase in contributors
leaving and a decrease in new contributors, while discussions about
social power predicted better contributor retention. Understanding
these antecedents of contributor turnover is important for man-
aging open source projects that incorporate human-centric issues.
Based on the results, we discuss implications for open source main-
tainers and for future research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→Open sourcemodel; •Human-
centered computing→ Empirical studies in collaborative and
social computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Engaging with values during development is important for engi-
neering software that meets diverse human needs and positively
impacts society. One important consideration is that engaging with
values may affect contributor onboarding and turnover, particularly
in open source software [25, 75]. In fact, calls to support shared
values have been used to motivate collaboration and instill a sense
of shared purpose among like-minded developers [35, 69]. At the
same time, the open source community has been experiencing a
“culture war” about the role of ethics in open source software, which
has resulted in high-profile conflicts and departures [63]. Conse-
quently, there there are important questions about how increasing
attention to values may simultaneously attract contributors who
share project values, and drive away contributors through conflict
and value clashes.

Recent research has identified that open source developers dis-
cuss a variety of values during development[33, 37, 43]. Yet, it has
also advocated that some values should be more deeply engaged
with in GitHub issues [37] and argued for greater attention to values
in software engineering generally [48, 78]. However, since project
values may shift over time and contributors may disagree on their
details, discussions about values can also result in conflicts [18, 33],
which can disrupt collaborative software development. Particu-
larly, Filippova and Cho [19] found that conflicts about project
values (i.e., normative conflicts) were negatively associated with
intentions to continue contributing to open source projects, and
ideological disagreements have been identified as an antecedent of
discussion toxicity [42], which may also drive some contributors
away [23, 51]. Prior evidence about the relationship between value-
related discussions and turnover is based on self-report surveys
and interviews [19, 33], which makes it difficult to determine the
scale of potential impacts and to disentangle what people say they
will do from their actual behaviour. This paper addresses that gap
by identifying value-related discussions in a collection of projects
hosted on GitHub and examining their effect on project turnover
in the months following those discussions.

Our overall research question is whether changes in the degree
to which values are discussed in GitHub issues lead to significant
changes in contributor turnover. The first step toward addressing
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this question is to identify and summarize references to values in
GitHub issues and to summarize their basic features. Identifying
these issues allows us to quantify the rate of value-related issues
over time. We then examine the content of value-related issues
through our first research question:

• RQ1: What are the qualities of value-related discussions in
GitHub issues?

The purpose of this question is to understand how and in what
contexts values were discussed, which is necessary for explaining
any relationships we discover between value-related discussions
and turnover. Specifically, we examine potential causes of dysfunc-
tion, such as whether discussions focus on the collaborative process
rather than the product being built [19] and whether a comment
complains that a value has been violated [44, 45].

After addressing that question, we move to our main question:

• RQ2: To what extent do proportions of value-related discus-
sions predict contributor turnover in open source projects?

To answer this question, we calculated two sets of time-series data
for each project in our data. First, we created monthly time series of
both incoming and outgoing contributor turnover for each project.
The second set of time-series data describes the proportion of issues
related to several values each month. Using these two sets of time
series, we employ Granger causality analysis and impulse response
functions to identify the extent and valence with which changes in
the frequency of value-related issues dynamically predict changes
in turnover.

We investigate these relationships between value-related dis-
cussions and contributor turnover in the context of a community
of projects for building decentralized web (DWeb) technologies,
which are loosely united by shared commitments to common val-
ues [35, 70]. One benefit of focusing on these projects is that, be-
cause they share similar values and engage in related technical
activities, they tend to discuss values in similar ways, which sim-
plifies our interpretation of these discussions.

We identified that value-related discussions do have effects on
turnover. The most striking result was that an increase in the per-
centage of issues related to ‘respectfulness’ predicts an increase in
outgoing turnover and a decrease in new users in the following
months. Finally, our discussion synthesizes the results of both re-
search questions to propose reasons for this and other predictive
influences between value-related discussions and turnover. We then
discuss implications for open source maintainers and for future
research about discussions in open source software communities.

Based on an empirical analysis, this paper identifies concrete
ways that value-related discussions serve as antecedents of turnover
in open source software. We provide new details about how discus-
sions related to specific values predict turnover among different
types of contributors, including scales of predicted turnover on a
project level. These findings provide insights for improving reten-
tion and participation in open source projects, and for understand-
ing the role of values in software engineering practices.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Value-related discussions in open source
Following Cheng and Fleischmann [5], recent software engineering
research [48] has adopted a general definition of human values
as “guiding principles of what people consider important in life.”
Much of the research about values in software engineering has
focused on techniques to integrate values into development pro-
cesses [13, 49], understanding what values developers engage with
during development and how [43] and mapping what values are
supported or violated in software [44, 66]. Alongside the question
of how developers work toward achieving values in their product,
it is important to consider how values shape collaborative work
itself [11].

The trace data produced through open source collaborations is a
rich resource for investigating how values impact both the design
of end products and the processes of collaboration. Public, logged
discussions are a major part of open source development, such as
mailing lists [28], GitHub issues [37], and Q&A forums [74]. These
logs are a rich resource for investigating how values impact both the
design of end-products and the processes of collaboration. GitHub,
a popular platform used for both hosting code and communicating
among open source contributors, is a particularly valuable platform
for understanding how open source work is coordinated through
“social coding” [9]. Using GitHub issues – discussion threads used
largely for bug reports and feature requests – researchers have iden-
tified many ways in which human values are interwoven with open
source development work. For example, recent work has identified
and mapped value-related discussions in GitHub issues and found
that human-centric issues vary significantly between projects [37],
proposed software-specific definitions of values based on issues
discussions [43], and observed that the proportion of GitHub is-
sues related to human values increased after the first year of a
project [33]. That value-related discussions vary by project and
over time is consistent with arguments that changes in the social
context around software [21] can prompt developers to revisit ethi-
cal and social challenges that were previously regarded as settled.

Other work has focused specifically on the role of human values
in open source collaborative processes. For example, Li et al. [40]
examined how GitHub users discuss codes of conduct – rules that
codify community values – and found that they are used both
proactively and reactively to govern community behaviour, such as
by enforcing standards of mutual respect. Additionally, managing
conflicts has long been recognized as a central feature of open
source software development, and values both cause and exacerbate
such conflicts [18, 19, 73].

2.2 Joining and leaving open source projects
A significant amount of earlier research about open source com-
munities focused on people’s motivations for contributing, such as
career development, learning, altruism, and personal enjoyment [e.g
30, 38, 46, 75]. More recent research has extended upon that foun-
dation, examining changes in motivation over time [25] and how
potential contributors decide which projects to join [51], including
how welcomeness is conveyed in project discussions.

Turnover is particularly important to understand because it
can result in abandoned code, project instability, and knowledge
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loss [57]. Indeed, recent work has explored why contributors leave
open source projects, such as due to life-events [31], frustration
with uncivil and toxic behaviours [23], and different experiences
according to contributors’ gender [12, 22, 50, 53]. Further, although
conflicts, in general, havemixed effects on open source contributors’
motivations, a 2015 survey concluded that conflicts about project
values are associated with intentions to stop contributing [19]. And,
open source contributors who were interviewed about discussing
values on GitHub explained that these discussions often involved
deeply held ideological beliefs, and could impact motivations to
quit or continue contributing [33].

These prior studies have used surveys [19, 23, 53] and inter-
views [12, 31, 33] to provide evidence that conversations in open
source settings affect motivations to leave projects. However, these
findings are based on self-reported perceptions of open source
contributors, rather than observational evidence through conver-
sational logs. Other studies have cited concerns about turnover
as partial motivations for studying toxicity and uncivil language
in conversational logs, but have not directly measured turnover
in their analysis [42, 56]. This leaves an open gap in knowledge
about whether researchers can identify conversational antecedents
of turnover using log data, which we address through an empirical
analysis of relationships between value-related discussions and
turnover using log data from GitHub.

3 METHOD
We address our research questions through an analysis of log data
collected from GitHub’s API. We collected data from a community
of projects hosted on GitHub with commitments to a common set of
values, in order to ensure that value-related discussions would have
common characteristics across the data set, aiding comparability.
The overall research process is depicted in Figure 1. We identified
and summarized value-related discussions. Then, we built two sets
of monthly timelines for each project, measuring the proportion of
issues related to values and turnover rates. Finally, we identified
predictive relationships between these timelines using Granger
causality analysis. Details of this procedure are described in this
section. Analysis scripts are included in a replication package.1

3.1 Data collection
We focus on GitHub projects related to the Decentralized Web
(DWeb), a community of related projects building protocols, soft-
ware, and related technologies to support decentralized online net-
works. In doing so, DWeb prioritizes values-driven, commons-based
efforts to reshape the political economy of the web [32, 71].

The DWeb community is anchored by events and resources
hosted by the Internet Archive, whose founder Brewster Kahle
published a call to “bake our values into our code” for a new, decen-
tralized web [35]. In 2021, the DWeb community published a list of
principles, sourced from community contributors, defining a com-
mon set of commitments to justice, equity, and enabling agency of
all people [70]. Although there are disagreements about the particu-
lars of what it means to support “decentralization” [62], discussions
about this distinct set of values are generally appropriate across
DWeb-related projects. This means we can investigate potential
1https://github.com/jackjamieson2/Jamieson_et_al-ICSE2024-Replication_Package/

relationships between these discussions and contributor turnover
in a context where discussing values is likely to be relevant and
on-topic.

We identified projects hosted on GitHub that had either been
presented at events hosted by the Internet Archive’s DWeb com-
munity or had been included in a published list of DWeb-related
projects [7]. The resulting set of projects is not exhaustive, but
presents a reasonable representation of the DWeb. Most projects
were operated by organizations (collective entities representing a
company or group). In these cases, we downloaded every repository
owned by that organization as part of the same “project.” Individu-
als, by contrast to organizations, often own unrelated repositories,
so we used our judgement to only include repositories that were
relevant. There were some repositories that contained only auto-
mated backups of chat logs or wikis. We omitted these repos from
our dataset since they do not involve human contributions.

From May 18-31 2022, we downloaded logs of commits and com-
ments to issues and pull requests from each respository.We only
included events by authenticated GitHub users, since this is nec-
essary to consistently distinguish users by login ID. We removed
events posted by usernames that included "[bot]," ended in "-bot,"
and those which we manually verified to be bots based on reading
their comments. 60 bot accounts were removed (0.22% of accounts),
which had made 1.98% of commits (n = 15,638 ) and 8.66% of com-
ments (n = 74,255). The resulting dataset comprised 775,124 commits
and 783,151 comments to 277,236 issues and pull requests. These
events were distributed across 2,179 repositories in 52 projects and
were contributed by 27,783 distinct user IDs.

3.2 Data analysis
3.2.1 Identifying values. Using our log data, we identified com-
ments that contained terms from a dictionary of values-related
terms. We used a dictionary that has previously been employed
to analyze value-related discussions in DWeb projects [33]. That
dictionary itself was adapted from Obie et al. [44] to focus only
on values identified as particularly salient to the DWeb, based on
an analysis of DWeb’s published set of principles [70]. Specifically,
DWeb’s principles were mapped to Schwartz’s theory of human
values [65], which presents a classification of 58 values across 10
categories. Schwartz’s theory has been validated in many diverse
contexts [64] and has been adopted in several prior studies of values
in software engineering [e.g., 14, 39, 44, 77, 79, 80]. Jamieson et al.
[33] slightly adjusted the Schwartz taxonomy and extending Obie
et al.’s [44] dictionary with additional terms to match the language
used in the DWeb principles. The most significant changes were to
replace Schwartz’s ‘politeness’ category with ‘respectfulness’ (to
match the way “good manners” are enacted in open source codes
of conduct and similar policies) and to merge Schwartz’s values
of ‘equality’ and ‘social justice’ into one category called ‘equity &
equality’, since both values included overlapping keywords [33].
This resulted in a list of the following values important to the DWeb:
respectfulness, broadmindedness, freedom, equality and equity, (op-
posing) social power, and protecting the environment.

We used this dictionary to identify value-related terms in issues
and pull requests across our dataset. Because both issues and pull
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[X] % of issues related to each value
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Section 3.1

Section 3.2.1 Section 3.2.2

Section 3.2.4
Section 3.2.3

Data collection

Figure 1: Overview of research process.

requests have the same discussion-thread-style structure, we ana-
lyzed them together (hereinafter, we use the term “issues” to refer
to both issues and pull requests ). Hereinafter, when this paper
refers to “issues”, this includes both issues and pull requests. To
identify value-related discussions in GitHub issues, we tokenized
and lemmatized the data using spaCy [68], and then flagged ev-
ery comment that contained a term matching the dictionary. After
reviewing the returned comments, we identified that the terms
“inclusive” and “inclusion,” which were part of the Broadmindedness
value, resulted in a high number of false positives e.g., referring to
the “inclusion” of files in a commit, rather than to the concept of
being “inclusive” of diverse people. Thus, we removed these terms
from our dictionary. The modified dictionary is attached to this
submission as a supplementary document.

Some projects in our dataset employed issue templates (forms
for submitting a new issue), which sometimes included instructions
to read the “code of conduct.” Because this would result in every
issue from those repositories being identified as related to the code
of conduct, we filtered out matches that were only associated with
issue template text.

One feature of this dictionary approach is that there is some
overlap between value categories, which are sometimes closely
alignedwith one another [65]. For example, respectfulness, equity &
equality, and broadmindedness all involve terms related to diversity
and inclusion, to some extent.

3.2.2 Summarizing values. To answer RQ1, “What are the qualities
of value-related discussions in GitHub issues,” we summarized pat-
terns about comments that reference each value. The first author
selected a random sample of 100 matches for each value (or all
matches if there were fewer than 100), and then categorized them
using three questions:

(1) Is the match a false positive? False positives were defined
as mentions of a keyword that were not related to values (e.g.,
homophones).

Then, for true positive items, we apply codes based on the an-
swers to (2) and (3):

(2) Is the value referenced in relation to the discussion on GitHub
itself? This code was added based on prior research [33] showing
that value-related discussions, including conflicts, can relate to both
project outcomes (e.g., the design of software) and development
processes (e.g., people’s conduct during collaboration). This is im-
portant because past research has suggested that process-conflicts
may be especially disruptive to open source projects [19].

(3) Does the comment flag a problem related to the value? This
included allegations that a value had been violated (e.g., accusing
someone of being rude identifies a violation of respectfulness), or
more rarely, claims that supporting a given value was undermin-
ing some other goal. This question was included because prior
work has identified values-violations as a particularly concerning
aspect of values in software engineering [44, 45] and because we
hypothesized that negative issues might be more strongly related to
turnover. References to values-violations outside the project itself,
such as criticizing mainstream online platforms, were not included.

Two authors examined and discussed the results for each cate-
gory, and resolved disagreements through discussion and by slightly
refining category definitions, resulting in the three-part scheme
described above.

3.2.3 Quantifying value-related issues and turnover . For the pur-
pose of quantifying turnover rates and the proportion of value-
related issues, we organized the data into monthly snapshots. We
selected monthly units since this is long enough for patterns to accu-
mulate each snapshot and short enough for temporal relationships
to remain meaningful.

Quantifying value-related issues: For each project, we calculated
the percentage of active issues related to each value, on a monthly
basis. “Active issues” includes every issue that received at least
one comment or other action during that month. An issue was
considered to be related to a value if at least one of its comments
contained a value-related term. We use issues as the unit of our
analysis because a single value-related comment can contextualize
the entire thread as being related to that value.

Quantifying project turnover. For each user, we calculated a run-
ning total of months in which they were active in each project. In
order to be considered active in a given month, a user must have
contributed to at least one commit, issue, or pull-request. To calcu-
late turnover, we define the months of joining and leaving as the
first and final months in which a user has any activity, respectively,
which were identified using a Python script.

For the purpose of our analysis, we only include data from 2016
(when the DWeb took shape as a recognizable entity) through
2021. By not counting “final” months from January 2022 through
our data collection period (late May 2022), we reduce the risk of
misidentifying a temporary as a permanent departure, which could
occur due to right-censorship, where an event occurs after the
period represented by a study’s data.
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Table 1: Mean percentage of issues and pull requests that referenced values per project each month, and top-terms by frequency.

Value Mean Std. Dev Top terms False positive Discussion-focused Flag problem

Respectfulness 0.19% 2.33 code of conduct, polite, rude 20.2% 64.0% 32.6%
Freedom 0.21% 1.26 freedom, user choose, sovereign 27.0% 0.0% 11.0%
Broadmindedness 0.10% 1.11 diversity, diverse, unconventional 10.4% 11.5% 20.7%
Social Power 0.07% 1.22 central authority, gatekeeper, monopoly 32.4% 1.4% 37.8%
Equity & Equality 0.03% 0.27 unfair, fairness, justice 16.7% 15.3% 58.9%
Environment 0.01% 0.16 climate change, energy consumption, wildlife 15.0% 0.0% 17.7%

We hypothesized that outgoing turnover rates would decrease
significantly based on how long one had been contributing. We
verified this by calculating the mean turnover rate by month –
e.g., 1st-month contributors: 60%, 2nd-month: 39%, 6th-month: 12%,
12th-month: 6%. We concluded that our analysis should account for
the significant differences in turnover patterns between short-term
and long-term contributors. To that end, we used the Jenks natural
breaks [34] clustering algorithm to define groups based on the mean
turnover rate by month, setting the number of groups to four, which
explained a high degree of variance (goodness of variance fit = .88).
Based on this, we calculated four outgoing turnover rates, grouped
by each contributor’s rolling count of active months contributing
to a given project, in a given month: 1st month, 2-3 months, 4-8
months, 9+ months (e.g., 1st month turnover is the percentage of
1st month contributors who left after that month). Additionally,
incoming turnover was measured as the percentage of users for
whom it was their first month, among all active users.

3.2.4 Identifying predictive relationships between value-related dis-
cussions and turnover. This section describes how we address RQ2,
“To what extent do proportions of value-related discussions predict
contributor turnover in open source projects?”

Prior research [76] has demonstrated that Granger analysis has
significant potential for predicting changes in open source contri-
butions, particularly given the prevalence of temporal data in open
source archives. Given two time series, X and Y, Granger analysis
measures whether lagged values of X provide statistically signif-
icant information about current values of Y (more than looking
at lagged values of Y without X). Figure 2 presents an illustrative
example, where X "Granger causes" Y, indicating that past values
of X are useful for predicting future values of Y. In our case, we ask
whether time series about the proportion of GitHub issues related
to a given value can help predict changes in contributor turnover.

X

Y

Time

Figure 2: Illustrative example of Granger causality, where
time-series X perfectly predicts time-series Y.

To perform this analysis, we follow the procedure described by
Abrigo and Love [2], using the pvar package they created for Stata.
This involved estimating a panel vector autoregression (PVAR)
model for each combination of value and turnover type and then
using those models to perform Granger causality analysis. Granger
causality does not indicate whether the relationship between two
variables is positive or negative so we further evaluate significant
Granger results using Impulse Response Functions (IRFs), which
are charts measuring the effect of a one-standard-deviation increase
of X on Y, over time, including whether Y is expected to increase
or decrease in response to X, and the magnitude of that change.

As described by Abrigo and Love [2], several steps are required
to validate this analysis. First, Granger analysis requires that the
time series are stationary (i.e., the mean values do not consistently
change with time). We verified this using Phillips-Perron tests,
which are non-parametric and robust to heteroscedasticity. Next,
we selected the number of lags for each PVAR model (the number
of past months to be included as predictors). To do so, we fit mod-
els with lags in the range of 1-6 months, and selected the model
that had the best Modified Bayesian Information Criterion (MBIC)
score, which balances high model fit with low complexity [3]. We
excluded two models which did not satisfy Hansen’s overidentifica-
tion restriction, which indicates that no matter howmany lags were
used the model may be misspecified and should not be selected [2].
Finally, we verified that each model was stable, which provides
further evidence of stationarity [41, p.25] and that IRFs will provide
interpretable results [2].

4 FINDINGS
4.1 RQ1: What are the qualities of value-related

discussions?
To address RQ1, we summarize some basic features of discussions
related to each value. These summaries serve both to validate the
value-detection in our analysis and to describe what aspects of
each value were discussed and how. These summaries provide a
lens through which we can interpret and propose explanations for
predictive patterns identified in RQ2, which we do in Section 5
("Discussion").

Table 1 shows the mean percentage (and standard deviation)
of issues referencing each value, grouped monthly and by project.
Value-related issues were the minority, which is sensible because
the majority of discussions on GitHub are technical. Additionally
reported are each value’s most frequent terms, and summaries
statistics as described in Section 3.2.2. This includes the percentage
of false positives per value, then among the remaining true positive
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matches, the percentage that was discussion-focused (The value
referred to the discussion, rather than the product being built) and
the percentage that flagged a problem related to that value.

Below, we summarize and provide representative examples of
each value. In each example, the matching keywords are indicated
using underlines. Even though GitHub issues contain public data,
we are aware that people may have mixed opinions regarding the
reproduction of their comments in a research article. Further, even
if presented without attribution, it could be possible to identify
comment authors using a search engine, which has the potential
to cause harm [10]. Therefore, we have very slightly rephrased
quotations to prevent searchability, taking care to preserve their
meaning.

Respectfulness. The majority (64.0%) of matches for respectfulness
implicated this value in the discussion itself, rather than the prod-
uct being built. For example, remarking that another contributor’s
“failure to respond here, while continuing to post in other groups,
is rude” or apologizing for “assuming [another commenter’s] tone
was rude.” 35.0% of comments in this category mentioned a project’s
“code of conduct,” often in the context of asking others to behave
more respectfully. For example, “This is the second time you opened
a new issue specifically to circumvent a prior issue’s closure. Con-
tinuing to do so is in violation of the code of conduct.” Significantly,
when project contributors flagged problems related to respectful-
ness, it was often in the form of calling out a specific individual.
Thus, more so than other types of issues, respectfulness problems
seemed related to interpersonal conflict. Although the majority of
references to respectfulness were discussion-focused, there were
also cases of arguing for respectfulness in the technologies being
built. For example, “Keeping compatibility for now might be useful
(and avoiding incompatibly redefining what motes mean is just
polite).”

Freedom. References to freedom were generally about support-
ing individuals’ agency to use the software being built how they
wanted. Because many of the projects were targeted at other de-
velopers (e.g., infrastructures for third-party developers to build
upon), freedom was targeted at both end-users and developers.
For example, a proposal might be promoted as allowing “the de-
veloper to have more freedom to structure the implementation of
the user module instance.” There were also many references to
freedom as a big-picture goal, such as a claim that “We are building
a community-owned infrastructure that gives us [...] autonomy to
access information in a free manner.”

Additionally, references to freedom were overwhelmingly re-
ferred to the product being built rather than concerning the role
of freedom in contributor’s discussions. And, they were generally
positive, rarely flagging a problem or violation of freedom.

Broadmindedness. A strong majority (68.9%) of comments tagged
with broadmindedness were references to “diversity” or “diverse”.
Calls for identity diversity and inclusion were common, such as
in a suggestion to “increase the DAO’s gender diversity” or not-
ing that an event’s “diverse group of attendees” had been helpful
for developing “more inclusive descriptions of the project’s goals.”
Additionally, there were many comments in favour of increasing
the diversity of perspectives in various aspects of the development

process, such as assertions that “a diversity of implementations
will make this system stronger” and that developers are “working
really hard to support diversity of contributor’s local development
environments.”

There was also amix of views about trade-offs between accepting
multiple approaches and relying on consistent standards, such as a
comment that a particular coding style’s “benefits make up for the
fact that they are unconventional” as well as critiques, such as a
comment that a program’s “current behaviour is a bit unorthodox.”

Social power. Comments tagged with “social power” were domi-
nated by the terms “central authority,” “gatekeeper,” and “monopoly,”
and generally opposed centralized forms of social power. Many ref-
erences to these terms were about technical artifacts (e.g., a central
authority for authenticating users or managing network connec-
tions). When these objects were named without any reference to
their social consequences, we marked them as a false positive. How-
ever, we marked them as true positives when comments implicitly
referenced social power consequences of such artifacts, such as a
comment that “what DIDs do is allow one to find cryptographic
material proven to be associated with a given identifier, without a
central authority involved.” Further, some discussions were more
explicit, such as an assertion that a proposed system “sets a danger-
ous precedent since it restricts access to a small number of actors.
Who gets to be the gatekeeper?"

Comments in this category almost always referred to the prod-
uct being built, with only 1.4% referring to social power enacted
within contributor’s discussions. Further, 37.8% of these comments
flagged perceived problems, typically by arguing against central-
ized power structures, however they often involved productively
working through the problem rather than coming into conflict.

Equity & equality. The majority (68.4%) of comments in this
category contained the terms “unfair,” “fairness,” or “unfair.” Two
projects included significant discussions and debates related to fair-
ness, many of which concerned programs for distributing payment
to open source contributors and third-party developers. We care-
fully considered whether these should be considered “discussion-
focused” since they emphasize fairness towards project collabo-
rators, who were often participating in GitHub issues. In general,
we determined that they are not “discussion-focused” because the
payment methods were part of the novelty of the system being
built, discussions about fairness typically referred to the whole
system rather than to individuals’ conduct in discussions. In a
typical case, for example, one contributor alleged that there was
an unfair systematic bias in favour of paying developers of new
third-party apps, which disadvantaged maintainers of existing apps:
“This prioritizing of new apps is undocumented, and could be seen
as unfair [to maintainers of existing apps].” On the other hand, a
small number of statements related to the fairness of these payment
systems concerned individuals’ conduct during discussions, such
as a disagreement in which one individual was accused of making
“unfair demands.” In those atypical cases, we considered the com-
ment to be discussion-focused. Ultimately, we have attempted to
describe our interpretations with sufficient depth to acknowledge
that this was sometimes a grey area.
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Other comments in this category included general expressions
about overall project goals, such as “We are committed to openness,
transparency, and fairness,” and a few references to other keywords,
such as working toward amore “equitable design” of specific project
features.

Protecting the environment. Issues related to protecting the envi-
ronment were extremely rare (n = 20). To some degree, we believe
our count is low because many keywords were omitted due to being
commonly used in contexts unrelated to this value (e.g., ‘energy’
and ‘environment’). Most commonly, references to protecting the
environment were related to energy consumption, particularly in
relation to blockchain technologies. e.g., “Lately, there’s been lots
of concern about Bitcoin’s growing energy consumption [...] Has
there been a study about whether this software also consumes lots
of energy?”

4.2 RQ2: To what extent do proportions of
value-related discussions predict contributor
turnover among these open source projects?

To answer RQ2, we first provide a brief summary of overall turnover
patterns among the projects in our data. Then, Section 4.2.2 reports
the results of Granger analysis to identify whether turnover can
be predicted by value-related discussions, and Section 4.2.3 reports
the magnitudes of predictive changes that were identified in the
previous step.

4.2.1 Overall turnover patterns. To provide context for the follow-
ing analysis, we first present a brief summary of turnover patterns.
Figure 3 shows outgoing turnover rates colour-coded to group
turnover by contribution length) and the incoming turnover rate
(the percentage of new contributors each month). Averaged across
all projects, outgoing turnover has a generally increasing pattern,
and incoming turnover has a generally decreasing pattern. Overall,
the mean number of monthly contributors per project consistently
increases, but this growth slows after 2019 (mean monthly contrib-
utors by year: 2016: 19.0, 2017: 22.0, 2018: 27.5, 2019: 32.5, 2020: 36.1,
2021: 36.9).
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Figure 3: Monthly turnover, averaged across all projects.

4.2.2 Do value-related discussions predict turnover? Table 2 shows
the results of Granger causality tests, as well as the number of lags
for each PVAR model. To account for potential inflation of Type

Table 2: Granger causality results for hypotheses that the
proportion of issues related to each value predicts changes in
turnover. Results reported as chi2 with Bonferroni-adjusted
p-values in parentheses. Supported hypotheses indicated in
bold. Omitted models indicated with "–" (See Section 3.2.4).

Turnover type: Out Out Out Out In

Contrib. length: 1 2-3 4-8 9+ All

Value

Respectfulness 127.701
(0.000)
1 lag

20.4451
(0.000)
1 lag

28.158
(0.000)
1 lag

28.319
(0.000)
2 lags

57.292
(0.000)
1 lag

Freedom 5.018
(1.00)
1 lag

42.404
(0.000)
1 lag

1.588
(1.00)
1 lag

16.865
(0.012)
2 lags

0.411
(1.00)
1 lag

Broadminded-
ness

205.009
(.000)
1 lag

0.867
(1.00)
2 lags

4.579
(1.00)
1 lag

– 0.254
(1.00)
2 lags

Social power 2006.876
(.000)
1 lag

2803.359
(.000)
1 lag

144.179
(.000)
1 lag

7.129
(1.00)
2 lags

8.923
(0.672)
2 lags

Equity &
equality

1.422
(1.00)
1 lag

0.015
(1.00)
1 lag

3.761
(1.00)
1 lag

7.739
(1.00)
2 lags

0.174
(1.00)
1 lag

Protecting the
Environment

7.081
(1.00)
2 lags

50.097
(0.000)
1 lag

7.634
(1.00)
2 lags

– 15.376
(0.026)
2 lags

1 errors due to multiple comparisons, we use Bonferroni-adjusted
p-values. Tests where the null hypothesis is rejected at the 5% level
of significance are indicated in bold.

For each combination of value and turnover type, the null hy-
pothesis is that a change in the proportion of issues that reference
that value does not provide information that helps to predict that
type of turnover. Thus, a significant result implies that past data
about the given value variable can be used to predict the given
turnover variable. The results indicate that:

Respectfulness: The proportion of respectfulness-related is-
sues helps predict changes in every turnover category. Freedom:
The proportion of freedom-related issues helps predict outgoing
turnover among 2-3 month, and 9+ month contributors. Broad-
mindedness: The proportion of broadmindedness-related issues
helps predict outgoing turnover among first-month contributors but
not among longer-term contributors. Social power: The propor-
tion of social power-related issues helps predict outgoing turnover
among first-month, 2-3 month, and 4-8 month contributors. Pro-
tecting the environment: The proportion of protecting the en-
vironment-related issues helps predict outgoing turnover among
2-3 month contributors and also helps predict the rate of incoming
turnover (new contributors).

4.2.3 What is the magnitude of predicted change in turnover? To
evaluate effect sizes and distinguish positive vs. negative effects,
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we created orthogonalized Impulse Response Functions (IRF). IRFs
show that a sudden one standard deviation increase to the pro-
portion of issues related to a specific value (the impulse) will be
followed by a change in turnover in the following months (the
response), also measured in units of Standard Deviations (SD). 95%
confidence intervals are displayed in grey, calculated using 200
Monte Carlo draws as described in Abrigo and Love [2]. The most
significant results were related to discussions about respectfulness,
and are presented in Figure 4. Figure 5 presents IRFs related to other
values. In most cases, a peak (or valley) occurs one month after the
impulse, showing that the largest predicted effect of value-related
discussions on turnover is within the following month, after which
the predicted effect size returns to zero. These figures indicate the
following results:

• Respectfulness: A shock to the proportion of respectfulness
issues increases outgoing turnover among all contributors.
For 1st-month contributors, the effect size peaks at about 0.6
SD. For longer-term contributors, the effect size is smaller
(0.2, 0.4, and 0.1 SD for 2-3 month, 4-8 month, and 9+ month
contributors, respectively). Incoming turnover (the propor-
tion of new contributors) is forecasted to decrease by about
0.2 standard deviations.

• Broadmindedness: A shock to the proportion of broadminded
issues predicts a 1 SD increase in outgoing turnover among
first-month contributors.

• Freedom:A shock to the proportion of freedom issues predicts
a 0.4 SD decrease in turnover among 2-3 month contribu-
tors. It also predicts a drop in turnover among long-term
contributors (9+ months), but the magnitude is tiny (0.01
SD).

• Social power: A shock to the proportion of social power issues
predicts a significant decrease in outgoing turnover in the
following month: 1.5 SD for first-month contributors, 0.8
SD for 2-3 month contributors, and about 0.2 SD among 4-8
month contributors.

• Protecting the environment:A shock to the proportion of pro-
tecting the environment issues predicts decreased outgoing
turnover among 2-3 month contributors (about .15 SD) and
an increase in new contributors (0.5 SD). However, the ex-
treme rarity of these issues overall discourages us from in-
terpreting this result with too much credence.

4.2.4 Checking for mutual Granger causality. We also tested the hy-
potheses about the opposite direction of prediction (does turnover
predict the proportion of value-related issues?). Although there
were two significant Granger results (the proportion of protecting
the environment issues was predicted by (i) incoming turnover and
(ii) outgoing turnover among first-month contributors predicts), the
effect size indicated by IRFs was tiny (<0.001 standard deviations).
No other significant results were observed. This adds veracity to our
findings by showing that the relationship between value-related
issues and turnover is not merely correlational, but is in fact a uni-
directional predictive relationship. For brevity, these insignificant
results are omitted from this paper but are included in the linked
replication package.
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Figure 4: Orthogonalized IRFs with 95% confidence intervals.
Patterns related to Respectfulfulness.

5 DISCUSSION
Our analysis in Section 4.2 identified that the proportions of issues
related to several values predict changes in turnover. Respectful-
ness-related discussions predicted an increase in outgoing turnover
and a decrease in newcomers. By contrast, discussions about so-
cial power predicted contributor retention, with fewer contributors
leaving. There were also some notable effects related to issues that
discuss broadmindedness (increased turnover among 1st-month
contributors) and freedom (decreased turnover among 2-3 month
contributors). These relationships were unidirectional, with no evi-
dence that turnover significantly predicts changes in the proportion
of value-related discussions.

Interpreting predictive causality. While prior research has identi-
fied links between value-related discussions and contributor turnover
through self-report surveys and interviews [19, 33], our temporal
analysis of GitHub logs provides empirical evidence about the statis-
tical significance and effect size of such relationships. These quanti-
tative results demonstrate predictive causality but are insufficient to
determine “true causality” explaining why such patterns exist [76].
Therefore, we reflect on these results through our observations
about value-related discussions (Section 4.1) and by drawing from
prior research, which allows us to develop empirically grounded
theories to explain the predictive patterns we observed. In doing so,
we focus on clear and significant patterns. Thus, we do not further
discuss patterns related to protecting the environment because the
number of issues in this category was extremely small.

Predictive causality as an early warning sign. The most striking
set of results was related to discussions about respectfulness, which
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Figure 5: Orthogonalized IRFs with 95% confidence intervals.
Patterns related to freedom, social power, broadmindedness,
equity & equality, and protecting the environment.

were associated with an increase in outgoing turnover among all
contributors and a decrease in the proportion of new contribu-
tors. In Section 4.1, we noted that many discussions referencing
respectfulness called attention to an already-existing problem by
asserting that another contributor’s conduct had been disrespect-
ful. Thus, respectfulness issues may draw attention to incivility,
which could discourage both new and existing contributors. For
example, prior research found that 48% consider a welcoming com-
munity to be very important when deciding whether to join an
open source project [23] and may use prior issues discussions to
evaluate a project’s welcomeness [51]. Additionally, incivility has
been identified as a cause of workplace turnover in general [55].

Therefore, comments referring to past instances of disrespect
may cause turnover by raising awareness of incivility. Still, it is
probably more appropriate to assert that both turnover and respect-
fulness issues are influenced by inappropriate conduct. And, given
the temporal ordering implied by our results, issues calling out past
instances of disrespect appear to provide an early warning sign of
impending turnover.

• Discussions referencing respectfulness may draw attention
to incivility, providing early warning signs about turnover.

Contentious and uncontentious values. In addition, respectfulness
issues may be contentious to some contributors. Specifically, over
a third of respectfulness issues referenced the term "code of con-
duct." Codes of conduct are used both proactively and reactively for
community governance, and controversial acts of moderation can
incite community backlash [40]. More generally, codes of conduct
are related to diversity and inclusion initiatives, which some open
source contributors view as politicized [27] or detracting from per-
ceived “meritocracy” [63]. To some extent, broadmindedness issues
may be similar since they predicted increases in outgoing turnover
(albeit only among first-month contributors) and often referred to
gender and cultural diversity. Further, 64% of the time, the topic
of respectfulness referred to the discussion on GitHub rather than
to the product being built, which aligns with the observation that
some regard code of conduct discussions as a distraction from the
work of software development itself [40].

• Frequent discussions about topics such as codes of conduct
may cause increased turnover among those who criticize
those discussions as drawing attention away from actual
software development.

By contrast, the topics that predicted improved contributor retention–
freedom and social power–were almost entirely focused on the prod-
uct being built and are widely agreed to be core ideological mo-
tivations of the decentralized web (and of open source software
more broadly [6, 36]). Social power, specifically, is embodied in the
technical architectures being built, such that terms like “central
authority” and “gatekeeper” served both as markers for discussing
social aspects of the decentralized web and as identifiers of technical
components.

• Discussions that demonstrate commitments to core, widely
agreed-upon values by integrating them with technical work
may motivate sustained contributions.

Moderating turnover-predicting discussions. Based on this study’s
results, it would be prudent for open source maintainers to monitor
for discussions that could predict increased turnover. Particularly
in large projects, existing monitoring tools could be adapted to
identify discussions using keywords or other automated methods.

• Open source community monitoring dashboards [26, 52]
could be adapted to identify discussions that predict turnover
(e.g., about respectfulness) and prompt maintainers to review
them manually.

Once identified, there may be instances where straightforward con-
tent moderation is appropriate, such as removing2 extremely rude
comments that could make a project appear unwelcoming [51].
However, maintainers should be cautious about removing com-
ments since this can cause a backlash if the removal is perceived
to be unjust [40, 72]. For example, inappropriate comments some-
times result from miscommunication rather than malice (e.g., due

2For example, GitHub’s documentation suggests hiding or removing “disrup-
tive” comments (https://docs.github.com/en/communities/moderating-comments-and-
conversations/managing-disruptive-comments)
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to working in a second language) [40], and the values-related dis-
cussions we observed were generally not abusive or disruptive to
an extent that typically warrants removal.

• Instead of content removal, which may itself repel contrib-
utors, it may be more appropriate to focus on predicting
and de-escalating disruptive discussions that could drive
contributors away [see for e.g., 4, 61]

Balancing turnover with other project goals. Although attract-
ing and retaining contributors is important for sustainability, this
must be balanced against other concerns. For example, code of
conduct discussions could drive turnover among some who disap-
prove of “politicizing” software development. However, codes of
conduct typically aim to (and succeed at) increasing contributions
from underrepresented groups [58, 67]. Achieving this may require
accepting some degree of turnover.

• Future work should examine if and how respectfulness and
related discussion predict different turnover patterns accord-
ing to gender and other contributor characteristics.

Further, the relationships we found between value-related dis-
cussions and turnover were generally strongest for relatively new
contributors, with small or no effects on those who had been con-
tributing for nine months or more. This is unsurprising because
social capital, which is developed over time, predicts longevity in
open source contributions [53], so long-term contributors may be
less easily swayed to leave a project. Although increases in new
contributors can make an online community appear more active
and attract increased participation [8], attracting new contributors
is not always a top priority, since an influx of newcomers can lead
to reduced code quality [20], and rapid, unplanned growth can lead
to “catastrophic success” where maintainers are burdened with
unsustainable governance labour [24].

• Monitoring value-related discussions that predict turnover
is more important for projects in a growth stage than for
projects that are less focused on attracting and retaining new
contributors.

Lessons for toxicity detection. Finally, the results regarding re-
spectfulness include lessons for another area of research – sys-
tems to identify “toxic” online comments[e.g., 1, 29]. General pur-
pose detection systems perform poorly on software engineering
discussions [59], so researchers have built software engineering
domain-specific automated detection systems [e.g., 17, 54, 56, 60]
and conducted qualitative analyses to understand different forms
of toxicity and incivility [e.g., 15, 16, 42]. However, there is a need
for further improvement.

Our observation that respectfulness-related issues, which often
included allegations of disrespect, predicted increased turnover
aligns with the Google Perspective API’s definition of toxic com-
ments as “rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable comment[s] that
[are] likely to make people leave a discussion” [1]. Our results have
demonstrated that comments calling out other people for violating
respectfulness could be used to identify subtly toxic utterances
and toxic non-verbal behaviours that are beyond the capabilities of
current systems.

• Toxicity detection systems may be improved by using replies
to help evaluate potentially toxic comments and behaviours.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal validity. Statistical methods can provide strong evidence
of predictive causality, but “true causality” is a philosophically
complex concept that requires careful application of theory [76].
We have proposed explanations based on our observations about
the properties of value-related discussions and theories from prior
work. Nonetheless, it is impossible to eliminate the possibility that
the links we identified in Section 4.2 are related to unobserved
confounding factors.

Our definition of value-related issues does not differentiate be-
tween instances where a value was the central unit of discussion in
an issue compared to cases where a value was mentioned in passing.
If anything, this may introduce random noise into our analysis, so
we do not believe it undermines this paper’s core results, given
their high degree of statistical significance.

Contributors were distinguished by user name. Prior research
has identified that some open source contributors use multiple user
names. Most of this research has referred to cases where a single
person uses distinct user names across multiple sites. Therefore,
we do not believe this would significantly affect our analysis, but if
our data includes individuals who use multiple user names within a
single GitHub project, they may be incorrectly counted as multiple
people.

Finally, we evaluated all contributors together. Since prior re-
search has identified different discussion styles and turnover pat-
terns among different types of contributors (e.g., developers and
users) [47] and based on characteristics like gender, future research
may investigate the extent to which relationships between turnover
and issues vary across people with different contribution patterns.

Construct validity. Our keyword-based approach cannot cap-
ture value-related discussions where (a) values are only discussed
implicitly, and (b) where we have omitted a relevant term. For ex-
ample, the term "inclusive" was omitted from the broadmindedness
category because it returned many false positives, even though it
also returned some relevant results. Ultimately, the definition of
each value category is shaped by the values dictionary. Thus, we
have attached the dictionary as a supplementary document and
have summarized the value categories in Section 4.1, including
false positive rates. Unfortunately, this method is not suitable for
estimating a false negative rate. Future work may refine this sort
of analysis by employing more sophisticated language models or
using interviews and surveys to gather richer details.

External validity.We focused on GitHub projects related to the
decentralized web because they are loosely aligned by a common set
of values. Therefore, investigating other open source projects may
identify different patterns. Additionally, there are many other sites
where values and other topics are discussed in relation to software
engineering, such as mailing lists, forums, and chat rooms. Future
work could use similar methods to examine those sites, potentially
linking data across multiple sites to provide a more holistic view
of how value-related and other human-centric discussions affect
turnover among open source contributors.

7 CONCLUSION
Values-related discussions are essential for building software that
meets high ethical standards and positively impacts society. These
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discussions can sometimes motivate people to work toward a com-
mon goal, but they can also be disruptive and demotivating. There-
fore, we investigated the extent to which value-related discussions
predict turnover among open source contributors. Using logs of
GitHub activity, we identified and summarized issue comments that
reference core values among a community of 52 related projects.
We then used Granger causality analysis and Impulse Response
Functions to identify how the proportion of issues related to those
values each month can predict several types of turnover. We found
several patterns, the strongest of which is that issues referencing
respectfulness predict an increase in people leaving a project and a
decrease in newcomers. We theorized reasons for significant pat-
terns based on prior research and our observations about the con-
tent of value-related discussions. We discussed implications about
how open source maintainers may manage discussions to improve
turnover and how the results can inform future research about open
source contributors. These results extend prior work by finding
empirical evidence that value-related discussions can contribute to
significant turnover, especially regarding respectful conduct among
collaborating peers. This work contributes to knowledge about how
contributors’ discussions can lead to unexpected, tangible outcomes
in open source collaborations. This is an essential step toward im-
proving how values such as respectfulness are incorporated into
collaborative processes.
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